Details for Transit Tracking
Most cycles begin when the Planet enters the one degree orb and then passes over the target degree three
times (sometimes 5 times in the case of Neptune and Pluto) and moves beyond the one degree orb. The
graduation point is usually at the last pass of the target degree but sometimes extra time is needed to
complete the transit when it passes beyond one degree.
To give ALL the transiting planets a full cycle we use the retrograde loop closest to the target degree, either
starting with the planet entering one degree and ending with the station direct closest to the target degree. Or
beginning with the retrograde and ending when the planet passes over the target degree.
This Process Applies to Saturn when it only passes once over the Target Degree and Pluto and Neptune when
they pass only 3 times over the Target degree. This way all transits are about the same length of time.
Finding the Retrograde Window when the Target degree is before the Retrograde window.
Start with the Target Degree for example: 14 Scorpio 58
Saturn reached 13 Scorpio 58 Nov 04, 2013 and made only one pass over 14 Scorpio 58 on Nov 12, 2013
Saturn Stationed Retrograde March 1/2, 2014 at 23 Scorpio 19
And Stationed Direct On July 19, 2014 at 16 Scorpio 38 never reaching back to the target Degree.
In this case the Saturn cycle would begin when Saturn enters one degree on November 04, 2013 and ends
when Saturn Stations Direct July 19, 2014.
Alternate method of finding degrees past the Retrograde Window
Start with the Target Degree of 24 Scorpio 16
Saturn did NOT reach 24 Scorpio 16 before it stations retrograde. In 2015 Saturn stationed retrograde March
14, 2015 at 4 Sag 55 and stationed direct at 28 Scorpio 17.
In this case the retrograde loop closest to the target degree began with Saturn Stationing Retrograde at
23 Scorpio 19 as that was closer to the target degree of 24 Scorpio 16 than when Saturn stationed direct at 28
Scorpio 17 the following year.
This nine month Saturn window begins when Saturn stationed retrograde on March 1, 2014 and ended when
Saturn passes the target degree on Nov 4 2014.
Summary
Note the retrograde loop closest to the target degree. Occasionally there will be a degree that falls exactly in
the middle then use your intuition or use the retrograde loop within the sign if it happens to be changing signs
either just after or just before the retrograde. Be sure to watch the detailed video on Special Case Transit
Tracking for more details about how to create these windows of initiation.
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